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Vapor Release Update
I wanted to personally apologize for the event that occurred on Thursday, September
12. The incident occurred during an effort to improve the safety of cleaning the slurry
pump strainers. Contract employees were installing new piping when a secure valve
began to leak after the work had started. The valve has been removed and we will
determine the cause of the failure. An incident investigation is underway to develop
recommendations to ensure this does not reoccur. We also removed the valve in
question while the unit was down and will do a thorough review to determine why it
leaked.
We hold the safety of our employees, contractors and our community to the highest
standard, and as such we will learn from this event, not only here in Detroit, but across
all Marathon facilities.
If you have any questions or concerns, you can always call the Refinery Hotline at
(313) 297-6272.
And of course, you can sign up to receive refinery alerts by visiting
https://detroitrefinery.com/sign-up-for-refinery-alerts/
On behalf of our 750 Detroit Marathon and contractor employees, we’re extremely
proud of our role in this community and proud of making motor fuels for the Motor
City.
Dave Leaver
General Manager
Detroit Refinery

Welcome Shanelle Jackson to the MPC Team
A native of Detroit, Shanelle Jackson considers
herself “Detroit’s Daughter” and has dedicated her
career to improving the quality of life for
everyday- people in the city she loves. Shanelle
joined Marathon in September and is the Senior
Government Affairs Representative at our Detroit
refinery. Shanelle served in the Michigan House
of Representatives for six years and is still the
youngest woman of color ever elected to serve in
either chamber of the Michigan Legislature,
having been sworn in at the age of twenty-six.
Widely recognized as a bridgebuilder in the
Michigan Legislature, Shanelle authored and passed several substantive
laws with bipartisan support-that ultimately helped to chart a new course
for Michigan after the economic downturn of the Great Recession.
Moreover, Shanelle worked as a leader in the Michigan House, serving as a
Speaker Pro Tempore, the Executive Chairwoman of the Michigan
Legislative Black Caucus, Vice Chairwoman of the Legislative Detroit
Delegation and as a subcommittee Chairwoman on the House
Appropriations Committee. Upon leaving the legislature, Shanelle served
as a Deputy Director at the Michigan Department of Transportation,
spearheading efforts to develop strategic relationships across southeast
Michigan on behalf of the newly minted Regional Transit Authority. In
2014, after twelve years in the public sector, Shanelle transitioned to the
private sector joining the Detroit International Bridge Company as their
Director of Government Relations and Community Engagement, focused on
local, state and federal issues. Shanelle is the proud mother of three-yearold daughter, Blake Victoria. She is active in her church and enjoys
traveling.

Community Engagement Highlights
Girls in Engineering Academy
MRD hosted 30 7th grade girls from the GEA in midJuly. The girls were introduced to women who work in
various departments throughout the refinery. They
spent the day touring the refinery, learning about
career opportunities, and participating in a physics
project building a rollercoaster.

Life Remodeled
Between August 5th and 9th MPC participated in the Life Remodeled
volunteer event in Detroit. We spent time cleaning up neighborhoods,
schools, and homes. About 90 Marathon employees volunteered over 5 days.

Community Engagement Highlights Continued…

Back to School Rallies
Kemeny
MRD handed out 50 backpacks filled with supplies
to kids who attended summer camp at the Kemeny
Recreation Center.

River Rouge
MRD donated $4,500 to River Rouge High School
for their Back to School Rally. This money helped to
purchase backpacks, supplies, and shirts for the
students.

Local Emergency Preparedness
Council (LEPC) Fair
On August 17th MRD volunteered at the Detroit
LEPC Emergency Preparedness Fair hosted at the
Kemeny Center. Employees ran stations that
included Community Alerts and Notifications
Sign-up, Air Monitoring and Emergency
Response demonstrations, and Supplemental
Environmental Project discussions.

Rollercade
MRD donated $1,500 to help purchase backpacks,
supplies, barbers, and manicurists for local students.

Bike Giveaway
MRD sponsored two bikes for the winners of a local essay
competition developed by the Downriver Delta CDC. The
winners were Thailher and Angeal Bradford, brother and
sister, who won the essay contest by writing about their
passion for the field of Veterinarian Medicine and Science.

Detroit Welcomes the Debate
For two summer nights, Detroit became the center of the national political universe, as
Motown welcomed the second Democratic Presidential Debate.
With both nights broadcast live on CNN, a gaggle of local and national media, as well as
activists and advocates for every issue, descended upon Detroit. It also served as an
opportunity for Marathon Petroleum to promote its 60-year commitment to the
Southwest Detroit community.
Through a series of advertisements in the Detroit Free Press and Detroit News, as well as
an on-line presence on both publications’ websites, the Detroit refinery shared its story
of philanthropic efforts, environmental stewardship and community impact. The ads also
addressed some common misconceptions about the impact of refinery operations upon
the neighborhood.
“Our team works hard to be true partner to this neighborhood, and we take pride in
being a part of Southwest Detroit,” said Dave Leaver, Detroit Refinery general manager.
“The environment is a pretty big issue, and we thought this was a unique platform to
share the positive steps we’ve taken the past couple of years to reduce emissions and
improve air quality. It was really a chance to rise above the typical chatter and tell our
story in our own words.”
Each ad had a distinct theme:

Proud to be Part of the Community
The series kicked-off with a sweeping overview of the refinery’s
community engagement. “Since 1959, the people of Marathon
Petroleum’s refinery in Southwest Detroit have been proud to be
part of this community. Our employees welcome the
responsibility to be a good neighbor, and we’re excited about
what’s possible when we can work together.” This initial ad also
helped remind the readers about the unique ways the refinery
communicates with the community. “We’ve learned that being a
good neighbor means being a good listener. That’s why we meet
regularly throughout the year with our Citizens Advisory Panel, a
group of community members who give us great ideas and let
us know how we’re doing. You can find out more about how we
stay connected to our neighbors with timely information about
our operations at a dedicated website: Detroitrefinery.com.”

A Greener Future
With environmental issues a strong part of several
Democratic candidates’ platforms, the second ad
highlighted the dramatic reduction of emissions and
the reduced impact of on-going operations. “Even as
we have expanded our operations over the last 20
years, we’ve reduced these emissions by almost 80
percent. That means in the heavily industrialized twomile radius around our refinery, just 3 percent of this
kind of emissions come from our facility, according to
the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes
& Energy. And over the past five years, Marathon
Petroleum has also reduced the amount of greenhouse
gases from our refinery by about 8 percent for every
barrel of crude oil we process.” The ad, which featured
a photo of several volunteers showing off their green
thumbs, underscored the MPC commitment to
establishing and preserving greenspace. “We also work
to restore and protect natural spaces in our neighborhood. Like establishing a certified
wildlife habitat on land we own near the refinery. Like supporting local environmental
organizations and projects and working with community volunteers to plant trees,
shrubs, flowers, and help maintain the area.

Enhancing Life’s Possibilities
The economy is always a big issue for voters – so it’s a
big issue for candidates. The third ad focused on the
impact the Detroit refinery has on the local economy.
“We employ more than 750 full-time employees and
contractors in well-paying manufacturing jobs, with a
payroll of more than $223 million. In 2017 and 2018,
we paid $29 million in property taxes, and in 2018
alone, we spent $580 million on goods and services to
keep the facility running smoothly and safely.”

We Welcome the Debate
In the wake of the debate, the final ad summed up
the refinery impact on the community, while
making sure readers knew MPC was interested in a
fair and open exchange of ideas. “The Democratic
candidates for president came to Detroit and made
their cases to the nation. As a neighbor in the
community since 1959, we welcome every debate
about clean air, greenhouse gas emissions and how
industries can cooperate with the neighborhoods
that have grown up around them.” The ad also
nicely summed up the series, and reinforced MPC’s
promise. “We know that being a good neighbor
means listening before talking, and we’ve always
welcomed the debate. We’re proud to be part of
this community, and proud of our role for the last
60 years. We’re just getting started.”

The Marathon Refinery is proud to be a part of the Southwest Detroit
Community, and as the ads stated: We’re just getting started.

